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1. Demi Lovato sings that she would "nail my heart to" this thing after saying "I'd do anything for
you" in her song "For You." The central figure of  ABBA's "One of  Us" is described as "staring at"
this thing while "wishing she was somewhere else in space." A 2012 hit for the Black Keys claims
that "they wanna get my (*) gold on" this thing. According to a 1970 song, if  you want Tony Orlando,
just "knock three times on" this thing. Ryan Lewis says "we put our hands up" because this thing, in a
Macklemore song, "Can't Hold Us." Lionel Ritchie sang about "Dancing on," for 10 points, what part of  a
room?
ANSWER: the ceiling [accept "Gold on the Ceiling" or "Dancing on the Ceiling"] <Vopava>

2. This actor played Lucas, the oldest son of  theBennett family in the 2012 film The Impossible. In a
2020 film, a character played by this actor kills Reverend Teagardin after he impregnates and drives
that character's sister to suicide. A glitched poster for a movie starring this actor accidentally
displayed the title (*) "Cherk" instead of Cherry. This star of The Devil All The Time is set to play Nathan
Drake in the film adaptation of Uncharted. A character played by this man battles Quentin Beck, who uses
holographic technology under the alias "Mysterio." For 10 points, name this English actor who plays the
MCU's Spider-Man.
ANSWER: Tom Holland [or Thomas Stanley Holland] <Weiner>

3. This player's foul of  Jimmy Butler with time expiredled to a two-point loss in the 2020 playoffs.
In 2017 this player earned a Most Improved Player Award after finishing in the NBA's top 20 in all
five major stat categories. As the son of  immigrants, this player had no (*)passport or citizenship to
any country, making it difficult for him to play internationally. In December 2020 the largest contract in
NBA history was signed by this player, whose brothers Kostas and Thanasis also play in the NBA. Each of
the last two NBA MVP awards have been won by, for 10 points, what Milwaukee Bucks star known as the
"Greek Freak"?
ANSWER: Giannis (Sina Ugo) Antetokounmpo (YAH-niss AN-tuh-tuh-koom-poh) [accept either underlined
name] <Nelson>

4. Being routinely categorized by this term strongly influenced the group The Moffatts to break up.
The very long title of  a 2008 album by Chumbawamba claimed that these groups "have won."
Working with New Edition inspired Maurice Starr to form one of  the first groups known by this
term, whose songs included (*) "Step by Step." The now-disgraced manager Lou Pearlman formed
multiple examples of  these groups, whose members tend to be given monikers like "the heartthrob" or "the
young one." For 10 points, give this term for vocal groups of  young men like the Backstreet Boys.
ANSWER: boy bands <Rao - Pothuraju>

5. X-Men member Cecilia Reyes held this profession when she discovered her ability to project
force-fields around her body. After Odin reincarnates him as a mortal, Thor is sent to Earth under
the guise of  a man in this profession named Donald Blake. A character with this profession
surnamed (*) Samson is a secondary character in several Incredible Hulk stories. An arrogant man unable to
continue in this profession due to a car crash acquires the Eye of  Agamotto (ah-gah-moh-toh) and masters the
mystic arts under the Ancient One. For 10 points, name this occupation once held by Stephen Strange.
ANSWER: medical doctor [accept surgeon or physician or M.D.] <Maharjan>
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6. In 2020 this woman danced the samba to "Circle of  Life" in her last appearance onDancing with
the Stars. A business run by this woman is said to have been founded by "Windsong." A song about
this woman features the lyrics "No bones, no remains, but that won't change the fact / That Don
sure ain't comin' back," an allusion to the widespread suspicion that this woman (*) killed Don
Lewis, her missing husband. This woman regularly addresses her followers as "all you cats and kittens." Joe
Exotic was found guilty of  hiring a hitman to try to kill, for 10 points, what owner of  Big Cat Rescue from
the documentary series Tiger King?
ANSWER: Carole Baskin [or Carole Stairs Jones; accept any underlined portion"] <Vopava>

7. A character in this film uses a tanning salon coupon as a badge. A character in this movie
jokingly states another character looks like "Tom Selleck," who plays the character in the movie.
Multiple devices in this film are stolen by Michael Yagoobian, a man with a long mustache often
referred to as (*) "Bowler Hat Guy." A boy in this film learns that Cornelius, one of  this film's characters,
is actually his older self. A geeky protagonist aids a group from the future in, for 10 points, what movie
featuring Wilbur and Lewis, two members of  the title family?
ANSWER: Meet the Robinsons <Andert>

8. A score in this sport named for Andy Varipapa requires multiple games to achieve. Jason
Belmonte was named 2019 Player of  the Year by this sport's governing organization. A "skid-snap"
maybe accomplished by people who use a power-focused technique in this sport, who are known
as "crankers." A heckler was told "Who do you think you are? I am!" by one of  this sport’s greatest
players, (*) Pete Weber. The aforementioned Belmonte popularized a no-thumb, two-handed delivery used
in this sport. 300 is a perfect score in, for 10 points, what sport usually played with ten pins?
ANSWER: bowling <Andert>

9. Alongside Twitter and LinkedIn, users of  this platformcan delete all their info wholesale by
using the Web 2.0 Suicide Machine. In 2011 Justin Timberlake co-purchased this web platform but
re-sold it five years later. A photo of  a man in a white t-shirt standing at a (*)whiteboard and smiling
over his shoulder was the profile pic of  developer this website's founder, Tom Anderson, who until 2010
was the default first friend of  its users. In 2006 it became the most-visited site on the internet before being
usurped by Facebook. A friends list called the "Top 8" was a centerpiece of, for 10 points, what early 2000s
social network?
ANSWER: Myspace.com <Vopava>

10. In a song partially titled for this action, Yung Gravy raps that he is "tryna stay nutritious" in
order to do this action "on Christmas." In "All Gold Everything", Trinidad James shouts out
"them freshmen" who perform this action on Instagram. Because he "got a check," Rich Homie
Quan wants to perform this action in a song subtitled (*) "Ooh Ooh Ooh." The lyric "they know
better" appears in the chorus of  a Rae Sremmurd song titled for a "zone" in which this action is not
permitted. Urban Dictionary states that "showing off  your valuables in a non-humble way" is a definition of,
for 10 points, what action which may be deemed "weird but okay"?
ANSWER: flexing [accept "Flex on Christmas" or "Flex (Ooh, Ooh, Ooh)" or "straight flexing" or "No
Flex Zone"] <Andert>
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11. In 2018 the science-oriented channel Unveiled was absorbed by this other web channel. On a
2019 press tour, Tom Holland pleaded "Can you do the intro for us? Please?" upon realizing his
interviewer, Rebecca Brayton, does voiceovers for this channel. This channel's standard logo places
a curve under its final (*) three letters to create a smiley face that often winks. This channel's videos
always accurately boast "We publish new content everyday!" and will often list a few honorable mentions
before their videos' final segments. For 10 points, name this inescapable YouTube channel that compiles
daily pop culture Top Ten lists.
ANSWER: WatchMojo.com <Vopava>

12. In 2016, the Chicago White Sox traded this player and Erik Johnson for James Shields. This
player hit two home runs against the St. Louis Cardinals in the must-win Game 2 of  the 2020 NL
Wild Card Series. This player's manager, Jayce Tingler, apologized after this player broke an (*)
"unwritten rule" by hitting a grand slam on a 3-0 ("three oh") pitch while his team was already winning 10-3.
This player, who is nicknamed "El Niño," signed a 14-year, $340 million contract in February 2021. Manny
Machado (mah-CHAH-doh) shares an infield with, for 10 points, what shortstop for the San Diego Padres?
ANSWER: Fernando Tatís Jr. [prompt on "Tatís"] <Andert>

13. In one series, giving one of  these items to TayceT. or Zess T. will give the player a spicy soup.
In a Game Boy game, this item is uniquely replaced with a similar one named for "superballs." In
a 1990 game, utilizing this item turns enemies into coins in a manner identical to using a (*) Red
Yoshi. In most games in which it appears, acquiring this item makes the player's hat turn white. In the Mario
Kart series, an icon of  this item designates the cup that always immediately follows the Mushroom Cup. For
10 points, name this plant that allows Mario to wield flames.
ANSWER: Fire Flower [prompt on partial answers; prompt on flower or flower cup] <Vopava>

14. In a series on this cable channel, the 40-year-old divorcee Liza Miller fakes being in her twenties
to jumpstart her publishing career. The Sutton Foster series Younger airs on this network, as did
George Lopez's short-lived sitcom Lopez. In 2012 this network spun-off  the showThe Soul Man
from its hit series (*) Hot in Cleveland, which was its first original scripted series. Social pressure in the
2010s led this network to permanently pull The Dukes of  Hazzardand The Cosby Show from its schedule, which
still includes Gunsmoke and Bonanza. For 10 points, what cable network specializes in classic reruns?
ANSWER: TV Land <Vopava>

15. A girl at a ball in this film excoriates an old man for being "gross" while talking to Philip
Drummond III. An ancient hillside artwork in England was defaced to promote this film. The star
of  this film gave $100,000 to the Oklahoma City church of  Jeanise Jones, who appears in this film as
a (*) "babysitter" who dissuades a teenager named Tutar from getting plastic surgery. This film's central
figure travels with two conspiracy theorists to a festival where he gets crowds to sing about chopping up
reporters "like the Saudis do." A dubious shirt-tuck in a hotel bedroom is done by Rudy Giuliani in, for 10
points, what 2020 sequel starring Sacha Baron Cohen?
ANSWER: Borat Subsequent Moviefilm (Delivery of  ProdigiousBribe to American Regime for Make Benefit Once
Glorious Nation of  Kazakhstan)[accept Borat 2 or answers like the second Borat movie] <Vopava>
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16. A song by this band that states "a crashing tide can't hide a guilty girl" is part of  the group's
so-called "murder trilogy," which begins with the song "Leave The Bourbon On The Shelf." A
2020 single by this group begins with an introduction to "the featherweight queen." That single,
"Caution", is from this group's album (*) Imploding the Mirage. A figure who "doesn't look a thing like
Jesus" is described in the lead single from this group's Sam's Town. Brandon Flowers claims to be "coming
out of  my cage and I've been doing just fine" in a song by, for 10 points, what rock band behind "Somebody
Told Me" and "Mr. Brightside"?
ANSWER: The Killers <Weiner>

17. A character known only by this phrase shoots up a police station in Halloween 5 and is revealed
to be asylum head Dr. Terence Wynn. A dogged TV character named for this phrase is the older
version of  William, whose younger, reluctant self  is played by Jimmi Simpson. People known by
this term "won't let you remember," according to a 1997 movie tie-in song that dubs them (*)
"galaxy defenders." Ed Harris's villain on Westworld bears this moniker. A common nickname of  Johnny
Cash was, for 10 points, what phrase for nondescript government agents that titles a 1999 sci-fi action
comedy starring Will Smith?
ANSWER: man in black or men in black <Vopava>

18. In the 2019 playoffs, this NFL team blew a 16-0 lead in an overtime loss; that season was the one
year this team employed Frank Gore. Though Andy Dalton never played for them, this team's fans
donated over $450,000 to Dalton's charity after a win against the Ravens in 2017. This team's fan
base, who enjoy diving onto folding tables during tailgating, are collectively known as a (*) "mafia."
Despite a subpar performance from running back Devin Singletary, this team earned its first playoff  win in
25 years in 2020, thanks in part to newly acquired receiver. Stefon Diggs. Josh Allen plays with, for 10
points, what team based in western New York?
ANSWER: Buffalo Bills [accept either; accept Bills mafia] <Maharjan>

19. One character played by this actress complains that she is "tired of  getting the fuzzy end of  the
lollipop" and sings for Sweet Sue's Society Syncopators. Apart from the high intro, this actress's
singing voice was not dubbed over for her performance of  a song that claims "these rocks don't
lose their shape." This actress's final film, The (*) Misfits, was written by her husband Arthur Miller. In
The Seven Year Itch's iconic "subway grate" scene, a white dress is worn by, for 10 points, what bombshell who
sang "Diamonds Are a Girl's Best Friend" in the musical Gentlemen Prefer Blondes?
ANSWER: Marilyn Monroe [accept Norma Jeane Mortenson] <Vopava>

20. Sweating, shaking, and inflating characterize a malignant "back-up" suffered by these
creatures that may cause them to turn into dust. Along with their "Anti-" counterparts, these
creatures possess a fagiggly (fuh-"GIGGLY") gland, a unique organ that grants them their
shapeshifting abilities. The muscular (*) Jorgen Von Strangle is the strongest one of  these magical
creatures who must abide by Da Rules. Two of  thesebeings have a child named "Poof" and watch over a boy
tormented by his babysitter Vicky. Cosmo and Wanda are, for 10 points, what magical beings that grants
wishes to their godchildren, such as Timmy Turner?
ANSWER: fairy or fairies [or fairy godparents] <Rao - Pothuraju>
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1. A 2009 article in The Onion described a shirtless version of  this man washing his Trans Am. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this public figure, who was somewhat controversially depicted by The Onion as a wacky uncle for
several years. Their goofy depiction of  this man was retired in 2019.
ANSWER: Joe Biden [or Joseph Robinette Biden Jr.; accept Diamond Joe Biden; prompt on Diamond
Joe]
[10] Another of The Onion's articles claimed that Joe Biden was banned from all locations of  this chain of
restaurants and arcades, where games are operated using "Power Cards."
ANSWER: Dave & Buster's
[10] In a May 2012 article, The Onion stated that Biden used a motorcycle to jump over this structure, which
was added to the National Mall in 1982.
ANSWER: Vietnam Veterans Memorial [accept descriptive answers like the Vietnam Memorial or
Vietnam Wall] <Nelson>

2. This line is first uttered at a burning of  "false gods" on a beach where a Red Priestess implores the Lord
of  Light to "take them and cast your light upon us." For 10 points each:
[10] Give this ominous religious mantra that is frequently repeated by the character Melisandre
(mel-uh-SAHN-dray).
ANSWER: "(for) the night is dark and full of  terrors"
[10] Melisandre lives by the credo "the night is dark and full of  terrors" on this HBO series that concluded
in 2019 with a final season that was reportedly very good and pleased everyone.
ANSWER: Game of  Thrones
[10] Melisandre primarily serves Stannis, a claimant to the Iron Throne and member of  this royal house of
Westeros. Renly is another member of  this house.
ANSWER: House Baratheon [or (the) Baratheons] <Vopava>

3. Lulu, a collaborative album between Lou Reed and this band, is frequently regarded as one of  the worst
rock albums of  all time. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this band that is much better known for songs like "Enter Sandman" and "Master of  Puppets."
ANSWER: Metallica
[10] In the early 2000s, Metallica led the charge against this peer-to-peer service, which made pirating music
incredibly easy.
ANSWER: Napster [accept Napster.com]
[10] In 2020, Metallica released its second live album to feature collaboration with one of  these groups.
Their first such album included the new song "No Leaf  Clover."
ANSWER: orchestra [accept symphony or similar] <Nelson>
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4. A character who is shocked to discover he looks just like this man becomes immediately distracted by a
dog with a puffy tail. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this mustachioed man in a top hat who asks for a drink at Moe's Tavern, but is beaten and
thrown out because he resembles a recently banned customer.
ANSWER: Guy Incognito [prompt on partial answers]
[10] Guy Incognito is a well-dressed man who looks exactly like this oafish TV character, who works as a
safety inspector at the Springfield Nuclear Power Plant.
ANSWER: Homer Simpson [prompt on Simpson]
[10] Immediately before Homer is banned from Moe's Tavern, this character placed a snake in the cash
register, which Moe accepts as a good joke. This best friend of  Carl works with Homer at the power plant.
ANSWER: Lenny Leonard [accept either] <Andert>

5. For 10 points each, answer the following about films in which criminals use color-based aliases:
[10] Mr. Orange is revealed to be the undercover cop who betrayed Mr. White, Mr. Pink, and other
participants in a diamond heist in this Quentin Tarantino film.
ANSWER: Reservoir Dogs
[10] Madeleine Kahn is among the who's-who of  comedy stars who play blackmail victims and potential
murderers in a 1985 cult film based on this Parker Brothers board game.
ANSWER: Clue
[10] Mr. Blue, Mr. Green, Mr. Brown, and Mr. Grey take hostages and demand a million-dollar ransom from
New York City in the 1978 thriller The Taking of  PelhamOne Two Three, a film whose title refers to one of
these locations.
ANSWER: subway train [prompt on train] <Vopava>

6. This action was described as "so unintended" and "so wrong" by the man who accidentally did it in
September 2020. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify or describe this action that forced the 2020 U.S. Open's #1 seed, Novak Djokovic (NOH-vak
JOH-kuh-vitch), to default and automatically be eliminated from the tournament.
ANSWER: hitting a line judge (with his ball) [accept answers that identify the fact that, in anger, he hit a
ball and it struck a line judge (or line umpire or linesman or court official)]
[10] Djokovic accidentally beaned the judge during his fourth-round match against Pablo Carreño Busta
(kah-"RAIN"-yo BOO-stah), a player from this home country of  Rafael Nadal.
ANSWER: Spain
[10] Djokovic's default made this young Austrian the U.S. Open's top seeded player. Ranked in the world's
top 10 every week since 2016, he went on to win the tournament.
ANSWER: Dominic Thiem ("team") <Vopava>
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7. In June 2020, the Trevor Project published Daniel Radcliffe's statement disavowing this woman's views.
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this author who cataclysmically alienated her own fanbase in 2020 through trans-exclusionary
tweets and a self-published essay in defense of  those views.
ANSWER: J. K. Rowling [ROH-ling] [or Joanne Rowling]
[10] After this other author tweeted "Trans women are women" in June 2020, Rowling blocked him and
deleted her tweet praising him. In that tweet, Rowling referenced Annie Wilkes, a deranged fan from one of
this man's works.
ANSWER: Stephen (Edwin) King
[10] Rowling also raised many eyebrows by including a crossdressing killer in her 2020 novel Troubled Blood,
the latest to feature this detective protagonist.
ANSWER: Cormoran Strike [accept either] <Vopava>

8. For 10 points each, name these songs whose music videos have a plot twist in which the guy is gay:
[10] The hunk seen mowing a lawn and working on a car gives his phone number not to Carly Rae Jepsen
but to her male guitarist at the end of  the video for this hit that admits "this is crazy."
ANSWER: "Call Me Maybe"
[10] A bald supervillain ends up marrying the Bond-like superspy he captures in the music video for this
song, the highest-charting single by the Swedish group Miike Snow.
ANSWER: "Genghis Khan"
[10] In a more heartfelt reveal, the victim of  a bike accident turns out to be a conductor's boyfriend in the
video for this Clean Bandit song, in which featured artist Zara Larsson sings "Even in the madness, there is
peace / Drowning out the voices all around me."
ANSWER: "Symphony" <Vopava>

9. The leak of  a video game prototype in July 2020 arguably gave credibility to the weirdly popular
conspiracy "L Is Real." For 10 points each:
[10] The theory claims that this character, who usually wears a green outfit, appears somewhere in the game
Super Mario 64.
ANSWER: Luigi
[10] The name of  the theory comes from a hard-to-read inscription on a statue of  one of  these objects in
one of Super Mario 64's levels. Up to 120 of  these items can be collected in the game.
ANSWER: stars [accept power stars]
[10] While Luigi is definitely not present in the final game, the cooler character Yoshi can be found at this
location, which can be reached by a cannon upon finding every star in the game.
ANSWER: roof of  Peach'sCastle [accept clear knowledge equivalents like on top of Peach's Castle;
prompt on Peach's Castle by asking "what part of  Peach's castle"; prompt on roof and equivalents by asking
"the roof  of  which building?"] <Weiner>
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10. After Greg Popovich was ejected in a 2020 game against the Lakers, this woman took over as the Spurs'
acting head coach. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this first woman to serve in a head coaching role in NBA history.
ANSWER: Becky Hammon
[10] The first woman to hold any coaching position in the NBA was Lisa Boyer, who was an assistant coach
for this team in the 2001-02 season. Kevin Love and Collin Sexton currently play for this team.
ANSWER: Cleveland Cavaliers [or Cavs; accept any underlined portion]
[10] In 1990, Bernadette Maddox was hired at this school to be the first female assistant coach for a men's
NCAA Division I basketball team. Devin Booker played for this school's current head coach, John Calipari.
ANSWER: University of Kentucky Wildcats [prompt on "Wildcats", prompt on "UK"] <Andert>

11. Warner Brothers made this film free to stream on all participating services amidst the nationwide
George Floyd protests. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this previously-overlooked 2019 drama, based on a true story, about a Black man convicted of
murder solely on the testimony of  a self-interested white convict.
ANSWER: Just Mercy
[10] Walter McMillian, the innocent man in Just Mercy, is played by this Oscar winner who starred as the title
slave in Django Unchained.
ANSWER: Jamie Foxx [or Eric Marlon Bishop]
[10] In the film, McMillian's equally innocent cellmate is played by O'Shea Jackson, Jr., the son of  this
rapper, whom he portrayed in the 2015 biopic Straight Outta Compton.
ANSWER: Ice Cube [prompt on "(O'Shea) Jackson"] <Vopava>

12. After being embarrassed at a party, this show's protagonist runs into a forest and lets out a scream that
levels dozens of  trees. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2020 coming-of-age Netflix show based on a comic book by Charles Forsman. Its
protagonist, Sydney Novak, suddenly discovers that she has telekinetic powers.
ANSWER: I Am Not Okay With This
[10] Sydney in I Am Not Okay With This is played by Sophia Lillis, whose breakout role came as Beverly
Marsh in both chapters of  this 2010s horror movie series whose title being appears as an evil clown.
ANSWER: It [accept It: Chapter Two]
[10] In the season finale of  the show, Sydney kills the bully and homecoming king Brad in this specific
manner. At the end of  the filmKingsman, numerous villains are colorfully killed in this manner.
ANSWER: she makes his head explode [accept she blew up his head or other similar equivalents; do not
accept or prompt on "decapitation"] <Nelson>
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13. For 10 points each, answer the following about film characters who are defenestrated, which is the
coolest way to die:
[10] Among the villains to die from defenestration is Hans Gruber, the bad guy in this Bruce Willis action
classic whose status as a Christmas movie is the subject of  an insufferable debate.
ANSWER: Die Hard
[10] In an action scene in Star Wars: Episode III, Darth Sidious (SID-ee-us) defenestrates this Jedi played by
Samuel L. Jackson.
ANSWER: Mace Windu [accept either]
[10] When a man interrupts the dancing of  this protagonist ofThe Emperor's New Groove, this man summarily
has him defenestrated, though he ostensibly survives the fall.
ANSWER: Kuzco (KOOZ-koh) <Nelson>

14. For 10 points each, name these songs that open with somebody saying "ladies and gentlemen":
[10] As he does in many songs, producer Jazzy Phe ("fay") shouts "Ladies and gentlemen!" to start this Ciara
("sierra") song, in which Missy Elliot says, "let me see you" perform the title action.
ANSWER: "1, 2 Step"
[10] This 2009 hit by Eminem opens with a cry of  "ladies and gentlemen" to introduce its singer, who is
described as "the undisputed, most diabolical villain in the world," and gives similar introductions to guest
artists Dr. Dre and 50 Cent.
ANSWER: "Crack a Bottle"
[10] This 1999 song, which begins with a more subdued, classy "ladies and gentlemen" announcement,
celebrates the appeal of  women like Monica, Erica, and Rita, among others.
ANSWER: "Mambo No. 5" <Vopava>

15. In 2017, this man tweeted that he could win a one-on-one fight against a wolf, noting "he has no
thumbs. if  i control his neck he's dunzo." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this former Houston Texans running back. He led the NFL in rushing yards in 2010, though his
career was later derailed by injuries.
ANSWER: Arian (Isa) Foster [accept Bobby Feeno]
[10] When a Twitter user gave the wolf  an advantage because it hasn't had recurring hamstring injuries,
Foster replied that a wolf  had never played in this game. Until recently, this NFL equivalent of  an All-Star
Game was usually played in Hawaii.
ANSWER: Pro Bowl
[10] Foster's former teammate Duane Brown asked Foster how he would fare in a fight against this other
animal, to which Foster replied "I have no chance." This animal is also the nickname of  Texas Southern and
Grambling State.
ANSWER: tiger(s) <Andert>
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16. One character in this film gets two police officers to help him restart his car after talking his way out of  a
speeding ticket. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2020 Sofia Coppola film starring Rashida Jones as Laura, who investigates after becoming
suspicious that her husband might be having an affair.
ANSWER: On the Rocks
[10] On the Rocks stars this comic actor opposite Jones. He is better known for his roles in Groundhog Day and
Ghostbusters.
ANSWER: Bill Murray [or William James Murray]
[10] On the Rocks was a reunion for Murray and Coppola, with the pair previously having worked on this
2003 film about a fading actor and a young newlywed's friendship in Tokyo.
ANSWER: Lost in Translation <Weiner>

17. Adam Savage tweeted "I'm at a loss. No words… I'll miss my friend" after this man died of  an aneurysm
in July 2020. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this robotics expert and TV star. In film production, he is best known for his work on the R2-D2
robots used in the Star Wars prequels.
ANSWER: Grant (Masaru) Imahara [prompt on Grant]
[10] Imahara was a member of  the three-person "Build Team" on this Discovery Channel show, which
sought to prove or disprove urban legends.
ANSWER: Mythbusters
[10] Imahara was reunited with the other members of  the Build Team for this 2016 Netflix show where the
team attempts to answer questions like "what was the craziest weapon used in World War II?"
ANSWER: White Rabbit Project <Weiner>

18. Moeller High School, a Catholic school in southwest Ohio, has produced a surprising number of  notable
baseball players. For 10 points each:
[10] Many of  them have played, at one point or another, for this team based in the city near where Moeller is
located. Moeller alums who played for this team include Barry Larkin.
ANSWER: Cincinnati Reds [accept either]
[10] This Hall of  Fame outfielder, who grew up in Cincinnati and attended Moeller, joined the Reds in 2000
after an iconic stint with the Mariners. He briefly was a teammate of  his own father in the 1990s.
ANSWER: Ken Griffey Jr.
[10] Moeller is also the alma mater of  David, a man with this surname who is the currentmanager of  the
Reds. His father Buddy and brother Mike also played for the Reds.
ANSWER: Bell [accept David Bell or Buddy Bell or Mike Bell] <Nelson>
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19. Despite not being a household name, fashion designer Elsa Schiaparelli (skap-uh-RELL-ee) has made
numerous marks on pop culture. For 10 points each:
[10] In the fashion world, Schiaparelli had a rivalry with Coco, the founder and namesake of  this brand
behind the "No. 5" perfume.
ANSWER: Chanel (shuh-NEL) [accept Coco Chanel or Chanel No. 5]
[10] Schiaparelli designed costumes for the 1952 film Moulin Rouge (moo-lahn rooj), which centers on this
diminutive artist who often depicted the title club's dancers.
ANSWER: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec
[10] Schiaparelli's granddaughter, photographer Berry Berenson, was married to this actor best known for
playing Norman Bates in Psycho.
ANSWER: Anthony Perkins <Nelson>

20. In My Chemical Romance's "Welcome to the Black Parade," a question about being "the savior of  the
broken" is posed by this type of  person. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this type of  person. Another person of  this type is described as being overly busy at thebeginning
of  Harry Chapin's "Cat's in the Cradle."
ANSWER: fathers [accept dads or papas or other synonyms]
[10] This woman described a father as the "Greatest Man I Ever Knew." This singer of  "Fancy" and "The
Night the Lights Went Out in Georgia" was the star of  a namesake 2001-2007 CW show.
ANSWER: Reba (Nell) McEntire [prompt on Reba]
[10] A father comforts his child by stating "heaven's got a plan for you" in "Don't You Worry Child," a 2012
single by this EDM trio. This group also recorded "Save the World" and "Miami to Ibiza."
ANSWER: Swedish House Mafia <Rao - Pothuraju>


